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In the ever-evolving world of agriculture, the integration of technology has become crucial
for efficiency and sustainability. Our proposed solution combines Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and blockchain technology, introducing the Futuristic Coin (FTC), to transform crop
farming and farm land purchase processes. This comprehensive ecosystem benefits
farmers, investors, and the agricultural industry by enhancing crop management, ensuring
transparent land transactions, and providing a novel fundraising mechanism.

By leveraging the power of AI, our innovative system will revolutionize crop farming
practices by offering real-time insights on weather patterns, soil conditions, and crop
health. Farmers will be able to make data-driven decisions, resulting in increased yields
and reduced costs.

Furthermore, the integration of blockchain technology ensures secure and transparent
land transactions, eliminating the need for intermediaries and reducing the risk of fraud.
Through smart contracts, land purchases can be executed seamlessly, providing a
trustworthy environment for both buyers and sellers.

The introduction of the Futuristic Coin (FTC) will create a unique fundraising opportunity
for farmers looking to expand their operations or invest in new technologies. Investors can
support sustainable agriculture practices by purchasing FTC, which can be used to finance
various farming projects within the ecosystem.

Overall, our solution aims to foster a more efficient, sustainable, and collaborative
agricultural industry, where technology serves as a catalyst for positive change.

Abstract
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In the ever-evolving landscape of industries, where technology and innovation shape the
future, the Futuristic Coin (FTC) emerges as a versatile utility token within a
groundbreaking Crypto AI ecosystem. Designed to augment value across various sectors,
the FTC serves as a dynamic medium of incentive for activities spanning quality
management, pre-purchase transactions, dApp participation, and financial services. This
inclusive approach aims to benefit producers, consumers, manufacturers, and distributors
within their unique value chains.

Introduction

FTC in the Crypto AI Ecosystem:

As an integral part of the Crypto AI ecosystem discussed earlier, the FTC plays a pivotal
role in facilitating a multitude of transactions and contracts. From incentivizing quality
data provision to serving as a medium for dispute mediation and ensuring contract
fulfillment, the FTC token becomes the backbone of this innovative environment.
Anticipating growth within the ecosystem, including increased product history and pre-
purchase contracts, stakeholders can expect a rise in staked FTC on contracts, potentially
leading to a reduction in circulating supply and an upsurge in the token's value.

Multifunctional Utility:

Participants in the Crypto AI ecosystem are empowered to stake FTC for access to
additional services. These may include favorable fee structures, discounted rates, monthly
subscriptions, or options for risk hedging. Beyond its primary role as a transactional
medium, the FTC token transforms into a multifunctional tool, providing a spectrum of
incentives and privileges to those actively engaged in the evolving Crypto AI landscape.
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Future Value Proposition:

In a world where sustainable and transparent supply chains are increasingly sought after,
the FTC token's value proposition is expected to rise concurrently. As industries continue
to embrace the fusion of Crypto AI technologies and utility tokens, the FTC stands as an
essential tool for anyone keen on participating in an ecosystem geared towards enhancing
value across diverse industries. With a range of benefits and incentives, the FTC token
becomes a key player in the future of decentralized and innovative ecosystems.

Global Accessibility and Tradability:

The decentralized nature of the Crypto AI ecosystem ensures global accessibility to its
services, fostering a level playing field for participants worldwide. Furthermore, the FTC
token is not confined to internal transactions; it is tradable on external exchanges. This
feature provides holders with liquidity and exposure to the broader blockchain market,
enhancing the overall appeal of the FTC token as a versatile asset.
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Additional Services and Rewards

Staking Opportunities:

Participants in the ecosystem can stake FTC to access additional benefits, including
favorable fee structures, discounted rates, monthly subscriptions, and risk-hedging

options.

REWARD STRUCTURE

LEVEL 1: 8%

LEVEL 2: 3%

LEVEL 3: 3%

LEVEL 4: 3%

LEVEL 5: 3%

FTC introduces a level rewards system where participants can ascend through
different levels, earning rewards at each stage. This includes a 8% reward at Level 1,

and 3% rewards at Levels 2 to 5.

Staking FTC tokens comes with a guaranteed 15% Annual Percentage Rate (APR),
providing participants with a secure and consistent return on their investment.
In addition to the guaranteed APR, staking FTC tokens also helps to secure the

network and maintain its integrity. By staking, participants are contributing to the
decentralization of the network and helping to prevent malicious attacks.

Furthermore, staking FTC tokens is a simple and accessible process that can be done
through a variety of wallets and platforms. This allows for a wide range of

participants to get involved and benefit from the rewards of staking.
Overall, staking FTC tokens is a great way for individuals to earn a consistent return
on their investment while also contributing to the security and decentralization of

the network.

Staking Benefits:
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Hydroponic Ecosystem
25%

Team
15%

Tresury
10%

Marketing
10%

Product Development
8%

Trading fund
8%

Public sale
6%

Liquidity
5%Advisor

5%

Hydroponic Ecosystem 25,000,000

Tresury 10,000,000

airdrop 3,000,000

Liquidity 5,000,000

Partnership 5,000,000

Advisor 5,000,000

Marketing 10,000,000

Public sale 6,000,000

Product Development 8,000,000

Trading fund 8,000,000

Team 15,000,000

Tokenization

Total Supply: 1,00,000,000 FTC

Futuristic Coin (FTC)
Distribution

The FTC itself will be a community token with utilities created to benefit members and
those who seek to access the Utility investment world n various sectors wherein

payment is accepted.
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External Trading and Global Accessibility

Tradable on Exchanges:

FTC is tradable on external exchanges, providing holders with liquidity and exposure
to the broader blockchain market.

This means that if you own FTC, you have the option to sell it on these exchanges,
allowing you to convert it into other cryptocurrencies or even fiat currency, if you so

choose. Additionally, by holding FTC, you are also indirectly exposed to the
performance of the wider blockchain industry, which has the potential to provide

significant growth and returns. This makes FTC a valuable asset for those looking to
diversify their portfolio and invest in the future of decentralized technology.
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Token governance in a decentralized
autonomous organization (DAO) aims to
empower token holders to maintain control over
their tokens by identifying and addressing
ownership issues, implementing solutions such
as adjusting compensation for curators, and
allowing token holders to vote on proposals for
future product development. This democratic
process ensures that the DAO's direction aligns
with the collective will of its members, enabling
transparent and accountable decision-making
for the organization.

Governance

Staking FTC tokens comes with a guaranteed 15% Annual Percentage Rate (APR),
providing participants with a secure and consistent return on their investment.
In addition to the guaranteed APR, staking FTC tokens also helps to secure the

network and maintain its integrity. By staking, participants are contributing to the
decentralization of the network and helping to prevent malicious attacks.

Furthermore, staking FTC tokens is a simple and accessible process that can be done
through a variety of wallets and platforms. This allows for a wide range of

participants to get involved and benefit from the rewards of staking.
Overall, staking FTC tokens is a great way for individuals to earn a consistent return
on their investment while also contributing to the security and decentralization of

the network.

Decentralized Nature:
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Road Map

Foundation & Fundraising
Market Research

Analyze European Hydroponic Farming, Real Estate, and Restaurant industries.

Team Building

Assemble experienced developers, designers, and advisors.

Platform Development

Initiate smart contract and UI development.

White Paper

Detail technical specs, Tokenomics, and governance.

Fundraising

Launch seed funding and public token sale.

Utility Aggregator Development
Product Research

Evaluate market solutions, gather user feedback.

MVP Development

Create Minimum Viable Product and conduct internal testing.

Partnerships

Reach out to potential partners for integration.

Utility Aggregator Launch
Product Integration

Integrate Utility Aggregator with the platform.

Closed Beta Testing

Test with select users, improve based on feedback.

Public Launch Preparation

Finalize design, legal, financial matters.

Public Launch

Launch Utility Aggregator, gather user feedback.

Expansion & Real-World Impact

Hydroponic Project Launch

Initiate a 30,000 sq meter Hydroponic Project.

Supply Chain Launch

Introduce daily fresh products into the market.

Tokenization

Integrate Futuristic Coin into the blockchain ecosystem.

Q 1

Q 2

Q 3

Q 4

2024
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